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Abstract 
 Each year 300 million people ride roller coasters at amusement parks across the United 
States. Although they are meant for joy and entertainment, the design is very crucial and 
regulated. Understanding the interaction between components and humans can help create a 
more thrilling and safer ride. This study researched the design of the course and the structural 
supports. A unique roller coaster was designed, investigating the relationship between velocity 
and G forces. With the profile design complete, the corresponding forces resulting from the track 
and train weight and train movement were calculated to determine the required dimensions of the 
structural support columns. This work investigated the relationship between the features of the 
roller coaster and the material properties of the structural supports, determining which are most 
impactful for the loading conditions. These results can be used to determine the required 
properties of a roller coaster’s structural system to maximize the material usage to minimize 
resources and cost. 
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1.0 Introduction 
Over the hundreds of years of roller coaster history, rides have changed from wooden 
cars traveling down slow inclines around 20 mph to fiberglass trains being launched into 
inversions and spirals at over 100 mph. And the prospects for more improvement and innovation 
are promising. Roller coasters are a source of intrigue and enjoyment and the progression in 
technology has continued to change the industry. Labeled the first successful commercial roller 
coaster, the Switchback Railroad had people amazed in 1884 with its 6 mph journey along Coney 
Island’s shore. Advances such as the steam driven lift chain and anti-rollback safety systems 
allowed the rides to evolve into faster and safer creations. The continued learning of the human 
limits also encouraged more rides to be made that were both thrilling and safe. The inventions 
and research of the late 1800’s combined with the greatest technology and materials of today 
give engineers the tools to create attractions that launch people over 400 feet into the air before 
dropping them into a spiral at over 100 mph. 
The main goal of this thesis was to investigate the correlation between roller coaster 
components and governing forces acting on structural systems by designing features and 
analyzing material properties of supports. To do this four main objectives were defined. The first 
objective was to design the shape and components of the roller coaster. This would result in a 
unique roller coaster profile and the ability to see the relationship between features of the ride 
and the effects on its passengers. The second objective was to design the structural supports and 
the materials of the supports. Once the profile was complete the corresponding loading 
conditions along the track were calculated to understand the connection between the train’s 
movement and the types of loading placed on the structural system. The third objective was to 
investigate the material properties of the structural supports. Through this investigation an 
analysis of the correlation between the predominant forces on the components and the materials 
of the supports was performed. Lastly, the fourth objective was to model and simulate the roller 
coaster. All features of the roller coaster were modeled and the ride could be run virtually to 
assess the success of the course based on completion, safety and enjoyment. 
Continuing to understand the background of the forces, materials and people, engineers 
can continue to create the next best roller coaster. If the important factors considered in the 
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design, such as safety and cost, can be maintained while improving the overall experience then 
the roller coaster industry will thrive in the future. 
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2.0 Literature Review 
2.1 History 
Roller coasters were first inspired by ice sleds in Russia that had wooden structures to 
bring people to the top. When the owners wanted to make a profit year-round, wheels were 
added to the sleds and wooden hills were built to allow the attraction to keep running throughout 
the warmer months. These new Russian Mountains led way to the first wheeled roller coaster 
built in 1804 in Paris, France (Roller Coaster, 2018).  
Across the globe, the ideas of the roller coaster in the United States started at the Mauch 
Chunk Gravity Railway in Pennsylvania. Locals of the area rode the coal trains for the railway 
down the inclines on an exciting 9 mile ride (American Coaster Enthusiasts, 2018). Realizing the 
opportunity for profit, fairs started to be charged for rides as the railway became more popular. 
One of the inspired guests to ride the Mauch Chunk Gravity Railway was LaMarcus Adna 
Thompson. Thompson is credited for creating the first successful commercial roller coaster 
(Cypress, 1997). His ride, named Switchback Railway, was opened in 1884 on Coney Island. 
Switchback Railway was a wooden roller coaster comprised of two tracks. The carts would be 
brought to the top of 50ft towers where guests would be released to marvel at the 6 mph, one 
minute journey. The unique benches of the carts sat passengers sideways, allowing them to see 
the scenes of the shoreline passing by. 
Although, Thompson is commonly recognized as the father of roller coasters whom 
started the frenzy in the early 1800s, he is far from the first. Numerous patents and roller coasters 
were created prior to 1884 in the United States. Another notable figure in roller coaster history is 
Richard Knudsen whose patent is shown below in Figure 1 (Sandy, 2018). Knudsen design is 
notably comparable to Thompson’s successful attraction at Coney Island.  
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Figure 1: Knudsen's 1878 Patent 
Various other patents and concepts were devised in the 1870’s and 1880’s, including both 
switchback and circular styled tracks. An innovative addition to the primitive roller coasters was 
the steam driven hoist invented by Phillip Hinkle in 1885 (Stanton, 2013). This was the first 
patent for a power lift system designed to be used in roller coaster attractions. The “Golden Age 
of Roller Coasters” began in the early 1900’s and took off around the 1920’s. Some of the most 
innovative concepts that give us the great roller coasters we have today were conceived during 
this time. With this growing interest in the gravity rides, the International Association of 
Amusement Parks and Attractions (IAAPA) was formed in 1918 to set standards and safety 
protocols (National Roller Coaster Museum, 2014). Completing the end of the roller coaster 
craze was one of the most famous roller coasters built. The Cyclone at Coney Island was built in 
1927 (National Roller Coaster Museum, 2014).  
Roller coaster production drastically decreased during World War II (CMU, 2015). Both 
the laborers and the materials changed course to contribute to the war instead of the rides. A few 
decades passed before the roller coaster industry recovered, “by 1965 only 200 of the 2000 
coasters built through the 1920’s were still in operation” (Crockett, 2014). However, a very 
notable ride triggered excitement and interest in roller coasters again. Disneyland opened its 
doors to the public in 1955 and in 1959 the Matterhorn Bobsleds was introduced (National Roller 
Coaster Museum, 2014). This ride was the first to use tubular steel for the track and incorporated 
braking so it was safe to have two trains on the track at once (National Roller Coaster Museum, 
2014). With the advancement of wooden tracks to tubular steel, the roller coasters could continue 
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to become bigger and faster. During the late 1900’s and the early 2000’s new technology and 
layouts were invented to create new thrilling experiences. Launching mechanisms such as linear 
induction motors and compressed air launchers, along with innovative setups such as flying 
coasters and 4D coasters led to the large array of roller coasters in existence. Notable events of 
roller coaster history between 1878 and 2001 can be seen on the timeline below in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2: Roller Coaster History 1870-2010 (adapted from National Roller Coaster Museum, 2014) 
2.2 Trends and Records 
Throughout the years, roller coasters have changed and advanced greatly. New 
components have been invented and improved, new materials have been incorporated and 
innovative layouts have been used. Through the progression of roller coasters around the world, 
some notable records have been set.  
The oldest roller coaster still in operation is located in Lakemont Park in Pennsylvania 
and it is named Leap the Dips. This roller coaster is a wooden structure built in 1902. The coaster 
is a side friction figure eight layout. It has a total overall height of 41 feet and the highest drop is 
9 feet. The vintage ride can reach around 10-18 mph and takes about 1 minute for a complete 
travel through the track. Leap the Dips accommodates a single car carrying 4 people at a time. 
During its original construction the wooden roller coaster cost a total of $15,000 to build 
(Marden, 2018a). After it’s opening in 1902, it continuously was open to the public until 1935 
before closing temporarily. It then was closed a second time in the late 1990’s but was saved 
from demolition when it was named a National Historic Landmark in 1996 (Marden, 2018a). 
Restoration efforts followed from 1997 to 1999, when it most recently reopened. Although 
missing a few years of operation Leap the Dips is the oldest operating roller coaster at 116 years. 
The longest continually operated roller coaster is in Melbourne, Australia. Named the Scenic 
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Railway, this roller coaster was built in 1912 in Luna Park and has been continually operating to 
the public since (Los Angeles Times, 2014).  
   
    Figure 3: Leap the Dip - Opened 1902 Pennsylvania             Figure 4: Scenic Railway - Opened 1912 Australia 
Leaps and bounds have been taken in the industry since the early roller coasters were 
constructed. Advances in understanding of physics and the body’s limits, along with new 
technology in terms of mechanisms and materials have led to impressive record-breaking roller 
coasters. The record for the fastest roller coaster in the world is held by Formula Rossa in Ferrari 
World in Abu Dhabi (Borel, 2011). This ride can launch passengers from rest to a staggering 150 
mph in 4.9 seconds. The ride is able to do this by using a hydraulic launch system, similar to 
those used to launch airplanes off of aircraft carriers. The launch creates 1.7g’s on the rider and 
the max G force throughout the ride is a powerful 4.8g’s. Intamin Amusement Rides designed 
the coaster to mimic the course and sensation of driving a Ferrari Formula One car around the 
Autodromo Nazionale Monza, an Italian racetrack, and they did not disappoint. To ride the 
fastest roller coaster in the world you must wear safety goggles to protect yourself as you’re 
strapped into the cart before taking off for the 92 second thrill ride around the 1.3 mile course 
(Borel, 2011).  
Although the Formula Rossa is currently the fastest in the world, the previous ride to hold 
the title was Kingda Ka, which still remains the tallest in the world and the fastest in North 
America. Kingda Ka is located in Six Flags New Jersey and was completed in 2005 by the same 
company, Intamin, which manufactured Formula Rossa. This roller coaster stands at a giant 
height of 456 feet and it includes the world’s highest drop at 418 feet (Six Flags, 2017). To 
accommodate this large rise, the cars are shot up the lift hill at 128 mph in only 3.8 seconds by a 
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hydraulic launch system. After reaching the top of the 90º incline, the riders plummet down the 
other side of the 270º downward spiral. Kingda Ka is one of only two strata coasters, which is a 
“complete-circuit roller coaster with a height between 400 and 499 feet” (Coasterpedia, N.D.). 
Riders experience a thrilling 50 second ride along the 3,118 feet of track (Six Flags, 2017).  
More than twice as long as the tallest roller coaster, the longest roller coaster in the world 
is the Steel Dragon 2000. Opening in 2000 in Japan, the Steel Dragon 2000 is 8,133.2 feet long. 
The cars carry a total of 28 passengers along this expansive track, taking around four minutes to 
complete. Briefly after its opening it held all three titles of longest, tallest and fastest roller 
coaster in the world. Its initial hill contains a lift chain that bring riders to a 306.8 foot drop 
reaching speeds of 95 mph (Coasterpedia, 2018). The coaster contains an immense amount of 
material not only because of its length but also because it contains more steel than a typical 
coaster for earthquake provisions. Steel Dragon 2000 cost a total of $50 million to construct 
(Coasterpedia, 2018). 
2.3 Materials: Wood vs. Steel 
Various components are made of a variety of materials based on application. As a whole, 
roller coasters are typically specified as two types: steel or wooden. The designation is typically 
given based on what material the track itself is made of. Currently, according to the Roller 
Coaster Database, there are 4,241 steel and 185 wooden roller coasters worldwide. In the United 
States alone there are 762 steel roller coasters and 123 wooden roller coasters across the country 
(Harris, 2018). The differences between the two categories are very apparent and each have their 
own loyal fan-bases based on these differences. Each provides a unique experience for the rider. 
Wooden rides usually sway more and have a rough rickety course which is iconic to the classic 
roller coasters of the past. Steel roller coasters are able to be fabricated more precisely allowing 
for a smoother ride. The stronger nature of the steel and the production accuracy also permit high 
speeds and more complex shapes.  
2.4 Components and Classifications 
There are numerous variations of roller coasters across the globe and each one is unique 
based on its classification, components and location. Roller coasters typically all have basic 
features such as a track, carts and supports but they can vary greatly in design. Also, additional 
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components such as a lift or launching mechanism and the differing layouts of the tracks create a 
wide variety of thrill rides.  
2.4.1 Lifts 
If the roller coaster is a traditional gravity ride, which is only given energy at the 
beginning, then a lift is required. The initial lift will bring the carts to their highest point giving 
them potential energy to complete the course. To reach the highest point, there are a variety of 
lifts. In the early rides, rope was used as the lifting mechanism to pull the carts to the top of the 
incline. However, failures were common and newer technology has replaced the vintage design. 
A frequently used mechanism is a chain lift with an anti-rollback dog system. The chain is 
chosen specifically for the ride; the engineers must consider strength, durability and application. 
“The clack-clack-clack sound heard as a roller coaster train ascends the lift hill is due to a safety 
feature known as the anti-rollback (ARB) dog” (Weisenberger, 2013a). Most roller coasters now 
have this safety mechanism to keep the cars from rolling back down the hill if there were ever 
any failure in the lift. The clacking is the result of the dogs attached to the train moving up and 
over each tooth located on the track. If there were a failure, the train would only be able to roll 
back a small amount before the teeth on the track catch the dogs. And for extra precaution most 
rides have multiple anti-rollback systems in place (Weisenberger, 2013a).  
Another type of lift used in some roller coasters is a cable lift or elevator lift. As the name 
indicates the train is brought to the peak by a cable. The cable replaces the chain and engages 
with the train at the bottom of the hill. It brings the train to the top and then continuously rotates 
from the bottom of the incline to the top and back. The cable is lighter than a chain allowing for 
a faster ascent. However, since there is typically only one connection point on the cable for the 
train to be hooked with, the interval between trains has to be at least one full rotation of the 
cable, causing increases in wait time if the hill is large (Weisenberger, 2013a).  
Other, less traditional, lift systems have also been invented changing the track or the train 
to engage in the rise. In a vertical lift, a section of the track is lifted vertically with the cart on it 
(Weisenberger, 2013a). Once it reaches the desired height, it connects with the rest of the track 
and the cart is sent onto the course. Similar to an elevator, the cart with its riders gets on at one 
elevation and gets off at a different elevation.  
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Another technique used in lifts is to alter the characteristics of the track incline. At times 
a steeper incline may not be possible but there is not space for a gradual climb, in these cases a 
spiral lift can be used. Creating a corkscrew pattern vertically decreases both the pitch needed 
and the space needed. There are two common types of spiral lifts: electric spiral lifts and push 
spiral lifts. Electric spiral lifts contain motors on the trains themselves. Due to power and size 
restraints these motors do best in the gradual incline of the spiral lift (Weisenberger, 2013a). The 
motors propel the cart up along the hill. The push spiral lift is true to its name, the cart is pushed 
up the spiral ascent. The pushing component can be a rotating arm in the center of the spiral that 
guides the train up or it can be within the track pushing the cart up from behind (Weisenberger, 
2013a). The last lift mechanism, and possibly one of the most interesting, is the Ferris wheel lift. 
This system contains a ride within a ride. The train is lifted through half of a rotation of the 
Ferris wheel to the peak of the lift before entering into the track (Weisenberger, 2013a). 
Although very uncommon, this lift is another example of the progression and innovation in roller 
coaster design.  
2.4.2 Launching Mechanisms 
Another defining feature found in some roller coasters is a launching mechanism. 
Whether the ride has an initial lift or not, the coaster could feature a means of launching the cart 
forward through the course.  
Two popular technologies that are commonly used as launching devices are Linear 
Induction Motors (LIM) and Linear Synchronous Motors (LSM). Both systems use electrically 
controlled magnets to launch the train, however, they have their slight differences. LIM consist 
of electromagnets placed along the track that are directed at a metal fin on the underside of the 
train. As the fin passes through the magnets, they push the cart forward to the next set of magnets 
(Weisenberger, 2013b). This long succession of magnets quickly passes the train and its fin 
along the track to launch it into the next section of the course. For a LSM system there are also 
electromagnets attached to the track. However, instead of a fin there are naturally charged earth 
metals on the underside of the train. As the train moves from one set of magnets to the next, the 
magnets on the track switch from positive to negative. This switch pulls the train to a set of 
magnets on the track and then pushes the train away from the same set of magnets 
(Weisenberger, 2013b).  
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Other means of launching a cart into the course are pneumatic and hydraulic launchers. 
Both systems use storage tanks to store and compress either air or fluid to then use as means of 
powering the motor which quickly pulls the cart along the track. In hydraulic systems, nitrogen 
gas is compressed by pumping hydraulic fluid into the system. Once the gas is highly 
compressed it is released to power motors attached to a cable drum which rapidly winds the 
cable attached to the train, propelling it forward (Weisenberger, 2013b). Very similarly, the 
pneumatic launch system uses air versus other gases or fluids. However, as a result, typically 
pneumatic launches are not as powerful or smooth as hydraulic launches (Weisenberger, 2013a). 
Another launch system found in modern roller coasters is a wheel driven system. Wheels are 
lined along the track on either side of the metal fin on the bottom of the train. The wheels pinch, 
pass and push the fin forward along the track (Weisenberger, 2013b). This system is very 
comparable to a pitching machine, which uses two spinning wheels to launch softballs or 
baseballs.  
2.4.3 Carts 
 The carts and trains of a roller coaster, just like most components, can vary based on the 
type and theming. Typically the body of the cars of a roller coaster are made of fiberglass 
materials. This material is easy to mold, lightweight and durable. The profile of the body can 
differ drastically and greatly contributes to the overall ride design. The profile will contribute to 
the effects of drag on the cart’s movement throughout the course.  
 Within the fiberglass shell, the car usually contains the seating and restraints. Depending 
on the type of ride, different seating arrangements could be used and different numbers of people 
could be allowed to ride at once. A critical part to every ride is the safety restraints keeping 
riders safely secured in their carts. There are different styles of restraints depending on the forces 
they have to combat throughout the course. The two most common types of restraints are lap 
bars and over-the-shoulder restraints. Lap bars can be used to hold a rider securely in their seat in 
noninverting rides, and to prevent people from standing on less intense rides. Over-the-shoulder 
restraints hold passengers in on more intense rides. With more extreme forces acting on riders, 
such as in inversions and intense drops, these restraints assure that riders remain safely within the 
cars (CoasterForce, 2018a). Other variations of restraints include butterfly restraints and t-bars. 
Butterfly restraints act similarly to over-the-shoulder restraints; however, they close in on the 
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rider from either side versus from above. T-bars are a more cushioned and more secure version 
of a lap bar that also typically provide handles for the rider to hold on to ( Zink, 2015). 
 Another important feature of the train is its wheels. The wheels are the main interaction 
and connection between the train and the track. When choosing the wheels for a ride various 
aspects must be considered, such as “low rolling resistance, high load endurance, smooth ride 
performance, and high durability” (Weisenberger, 2013a). The wheels on roller coasters used to 
be made of steel, however, the material has shifted to polyurethane to allow for a smoother ride 
and less ware on the track (Weisenberger, 2011a). Modern roller coasters typically have three 
types of wheels: road wheels, side friction wheels, and up-stop wheels. Road wheels are the 
wheels that ride along the top of the track, the wheels usually considered when imagining a 
moving object. Next, the side friction wheels are perpendicular to the road wheels. They travel 
along the side of the rails allowing the train to maneuver through turns without sliding off the 
track. Lastly, trains have up-stop wheels located below the track. These prevent the train from 
rising off the track and derailing. Through the advancements of roller coasters, the types of 
wheels were introduced to make the rides safer and capable of more advanced movements such 
as inversions.  
2.4.4 Classifications 
In addition to being classified by the materials which a roller coaster is made from, rides 
are also classified based on their layouts, dimensions, and components. The Roller Coaster 
Database has various main classifications for roller coasters that include sit-down, standup, 
inverted, suspended, pipeline, bobsled, flying, and 4th dimension. Some are self-explanatory such 
as sit-down and standup which refer to the seating position of the riders, but others have more 
complex features that denote their label. Although the majority of roller coasters fall into the sit-
down category, there are numerous more innovative and intricate designs as well.  
An inverted roller coaster has the carts rigidly secured below the track as opposed to the 
top side. Also attached below the track are suspended roller coasters. However, suspended 
designs are connected by a ball and socket system allowing the riders to swing separately from 
the track as they travel along the curves and turns of the course (Marden, 2018b). On a pipeline 
style roller coaster, the train does not ride above nor below the track. This design has “riders 
positioned between the rails” (Marden, 2018b). Bobsled roller coasters have very unique tracks. 
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They do not have defined rails for the trains to ride along; the course is a trough shape which 
allows the carts to move along inside the curving space. Two classifications of more intense 
roller coasters are flying and 4D. During a flying roller coaster riders are shifted to be parallel to 
the ground to experience the sensation of flying. Lastly, the 4th dimension roller coaster has 
additional mechanisms within the trains to create movement in the rider’s seat outside of the 
direction of the course. The riders can be spun horizontal while traveling vertically and in some 
rides the movement is triggered by locations on the track creating the most dizzying experience 
(Marden, 2018b). Six examples of the classifications can be seen below in Figures 5-10.  
       
                Figure 5: Inverted Coaster (Fantacoaster, 2008) (left) 
Figure 6: Suspended Coaster (Wikimedia Commons, 2014) (center)      
Figure 7: Pipeline Coaster (Wikipedia, 2018) (right) 
       
       Figure 8: Bobsled Roller Coaster (McC, 2017) (left)        
Figure 9: Flying Roller Coaster (Murphy, 2009) (center)             
Figure 10: 4D Roller Coaster (Wills, 2009) (right) 
2.5 Design Methods 
2.5.1 Design Considerations 
When a roller coaster is to be designed, various factors are considered and come into play 
for all aspects of the design. People of multiple backgrounds and priorities collaborate to design 
and create a ride that best fits the needs of the park and its guests. Designing a roller coaster 
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starts with an idea for the ride, which may or may not be for a specific amusement park or 
location. 
During the concept phase, considerations such as the possible classification, components, 
theming and intended demographic may be taken into account. All considerations are related; a 
ride intended for a younger audience may not contain as many intense features such as inversion 
and large drops. An important aspect to decide early in the design phase is who will be riding the 
ride and what type of experience do you want them to have. At this point, although it is not 
necessary, a possible theme or particular park may be decided.  
Once there is a relatively concrete idea on the design concept, the more particular details 
must be considered. The location of the roller coaster will greatly impact its overall design. 
Attention is due to important items such as the environment, the ground conditions, the area 
resources and the local weather. Typically the new ride will mesh with the existing structures in 
the park, so the park’s current environment has to be considered. Also, the environment of the 
area as a whole may play a role. For example, if the park is located near an airport perhaps it may 
not be as tall above ground as intended so tunnels may be incorporated to achieve the same 
desired effect of height. Another factor from the park’s surroundings could be local codes and 
standards for structures. Both the national and local codes of the area must be followed when 
designing a roller coaster. The weather the roller coaster will be subjected to is also an important 
consideration. Roller coasters can be built inside, outside or partially both. But whatever the 
case, the elements which the material and riders are exposed to come into play. Materials that 
can withstand both the load conditions and the weather such as galvanized steel may be chosen. 
Different roller coasters located in different weather conditions around the world will have 
changing priorities based on the situation. The riders’ exposure is also factored into the design. 
The train configuration or style may be altered to create the best riding experience depending on 
the common weather of the location.  
During design, forethought of the manufacturing and construction must also be included.  
The ground conditions and area resources should be considered. The roller coaster will have to 
be safely supported by the ground on which it is located. And also the workers building the roller 
coaster must have a safe environment to work in when constructing the roller coaster. A large 
factor that influences a lot of decisions in all aspects of the roller coaster life cycle is cost. 
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Something that will impact cost is the availability of resources close to the roller coaster site. 
Manufacturing large steel tracks and shipping them across oceans and countries may not be the 
best economic decision if a different location is available for the site. Throughout the design of a 
roller coaster the main considerations are cost, safety and experience. 
2.5.2 Safety Standards & Regulations 
 When designing a roller coaster the most important consideration is the safety of the 
riders and those surrounding the ride. Although roller coasters can vary greatly in all aspects, 
there have been rules and guidelines set to assure the safety of all no matter what the ride entails.  
2.5.2.1 ASTM Standards 
 As with most engineering processes, there are set standards and regulations for roller 
coasters. In 1978 the ASTM International Technical Committee F24 on Amusement Rides and 
Devices was created (ASTM, N.D.). Three influential standards drafted by the committee are 
listed below: 
 ASTM F770: Standard Practice for Ownership, Operation, Maintenance, and Inspection 
of Amusement Rides and Devices 
 ASTM F1193: Standard Practice for Quality, Manufacture, and Construction of 
Amusement Rides and Devices 
 ASTM F2291: Standard Practice for Design of Amusement Rides and Devices 
These standards outline the regulations for various aspects of roller coasters such as design 
requirements, inspection protocols and owner responsibilities. The scope of ASTM F770 is to 
“provide guidelines for operations, maintenance, and inspection procedures for amusement rides 
and devices to be performed by the owner/operator” (ASTM, 2017a). These standards state the 
requirements the owner is responsible for during the operation, maintenance and inspection. 
Specific items addressed are evacuation routes on the ride and signage. The regulations also state 
guidelines such as having a preventative maintenance plan and daily pre-opening inspections. 
Techniques of maintenance and inspections will be detailed in later sections. 
The scope of ASTM F1193 is to “establish the minimum requirements for a quality assurance 
program and the manufacturing of amusement rides and devices (including major 
modifications)” (ASTM, 2017b). These guidelines outline more procedures pertaining to the 
quality assurance and manufacturing of roller coasters through maintenance and inspection plans. 
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However, this section is directed more towards the engineers’ and manufacturers’ 
responsibilities. There must be detailed drawings and plans specifying the materials of different 
components. Details such as manufacturing, constructing and maintenance of the particular parts 
must be included.  
Although all of the regulations must be taken into account during the design of a roller 
coaster, the regulation that specifically lays out the guidelines for design is the ASTM F2291. 
This regulation is commonly referenced in the previously two mentioned sections. The purpose 
of ASTM F2291 is “to provide designers, engineers, manufacturers, owners, and operators with 
criteria and references for use in designing amusement rides and devices or a major modification 
for amusement rides or devices” (ASTM, 2017c). The section begins by focusing on the 
interaction of the ride with the rider. The safety of the rider is the highest priority in the design of 
the ride. For example, the rider’s envelope is specified in the schematic below (Figure 11). This 
envelope is the area which must be clear for the rider through the course. It is measured by the 
average human reaching in all directions with an extra 3 inches added around the perimeter. If 
objects must enter the envelope, such as at loading and unloading, they must have safety fails to 
allow for minimum injury (ASTM, 2017c).  
 
Figure 11: Rider Envelope (ASTM F2291) 
 The standards also state that the engineer or designer must determine the average height 
and weight of riders that can safely ride. This determination will specify the upper and lower 
bounds for rider sizes for the particular ride. Another regulation found in this section pertains to 
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restraints. Although it is required that each rider be provided with his or her own individual 
restraint, it is not required to create a redundant system for fail purposes (ASTM, 2017c).  
 After regulations directly relevant to riders, the subsections for supports, rails and 
foundations are found. It is stated that all components of the roller coaster must be designed for 
35,000 operational hours (ASTM, 2017c). An operational hour is anytime the ride is in use. Due 
to the high risk of fatigue, this criteria is crucial and there are few exceptions stated. Next, the 
practice defines the different loads and that each component of the system must undergo a 
structural analysis. Factors of safety are also stated, including provisions when using both LRFD 
and ASD approaches. An important factor of safety is for the anti-rollback devices. When 
undergoing an impact load the factor of safety is 2 (ASTM, 2017c). This is because this device 
will catch the train if there was ever a failure in the lift mechanism, keeping the train from wildly 
traveling in the opposite direction on the course. The standards also reference other codes that 
must be checked depending on the materials used such as IBC and AISC (ASTM, 2017c). These 
regulations conclude by outlining electrical, mechanical and partitioning systems, such as the 
placement of fencing. 
2.5.2.2 G Forces 
The experience which a rider has while on a roller coaster is the product of specifically 
designed components and features. Two impactful variables that are designed for the rider’s 
experience are G forces and velocity. G forces are the force resulting from a person’s change in 
acceleration or directions; a g is a value that is multiplied by the acceleration of gravity to 
achieve the equivalent force felt by the person. G forces can be in three orientations. Vertical G 
forces act perpendicular to the track, pushing the rider into their seat or lifting the rider out of 
their seat. Linear G forces are felt parallel to the track. They are the product of acceleration or 
deceleration and can push against a rider’s front, pressing them into the back of the seat or push 
the rider forward, in cases such as braking. Lastly, there are lateral G forces. Lateral G forces 
also typically act perpendicular to the track, but occur on turns and curves. Lateral g’s are the 
forces that squish one rider against the other on fast turns.  
The limits of the human body under G forces depend on the direction, type and duration. 
During vertical G forces, positive g’s act on humans from head to toe and negative g’s act on 
human from toe to head. The typical cutoff for vertical G forces in roller coaster is from 4 or 5g’s 
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to -2 or -3g’s (Tyson, 2007). These limits are to sustain a comfortable ride for the average 
human. If too high of G forces are experienced then the blood will rush out of the head causing 
the person to pass out. If the negative G forces reach too large of values then too much blood will 
go towards the brain also having detrimental effects on the person. However, in situation such as 
launches, fighter pilots and astronauts may experience up to 10g’s. But these professionals have 
special suits and specified training for sustaining these forces. The highest recorded vertical G 
forces during a roller coaster was on the Tower of Terror in South Africa at 6.3g’s. Passengers 
were able to survive this ride because of the short duration of the force, lasting only seconds. The 
ASTM F2291 regulations provide a graph to determine the acceptable vertical G forces 
depending on the duration time, as seen in Figure 12 below. 
 
Figure 12: Vertical G Force Duration Limits (ASTM, 2017c) 
 Humans can tolerate much higher linear and lateral G forces compared to vertical G 
forces. The average human can comfortably survive 17g’s coming towards their front and 12g’s 
coming towards their back. The highest recorded linear G forces survived was by John Stapp in 
1954. The Air Force physician famously experienced 46.2g’s when he strapped himself to a 
rocket-powered sled (Tyson, 2007). He lived to the age of 89 but suffered vision problems due to 
his tests (GForces, 2010). Lateral G forces are typically not specified because the level of risk 
depends on the riders’ restraints. If the rider is properly secured to the seat to prevent lateral 
movement then large lateral G forces can be withstood without injury (CoasterForce, 2018b). 
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2.5.3 Software 
Various commercial and in-house software is employed by roller coaster designers to 
make the newest thrills. Common products used are AutoCAD, EnginSoft, Inventor, NoLimits, 
and SolidWorks. The software is used for an array of purposes, from layout to structural analysis 
to simulation.  
A standard software for most engineers to use is AutoCAD. This software can be used to 
model and dimension the roller coaster’s profile. The shape of the overall ride can be constructed 
and various measurements can be found. AutoCAD is very useful during the design phase, laying 
out the track configuration in one plane. Construction documents and reports can also be 
generated from the software for the later phases of the roller coaster’s design and construction.  
Another software used in the design of roller coasters is EnginSoft. EnginSoft has the 
capabilities of performing a finite element analysis on the roller coaster’s structural components. 
The software will run analyses on codes and standards set for the roller coaster. The engineer is 
also able to create a computational model of the ride which is able to be modified throughout the 
design and construction process. Additional beneficial features are seismic analysis and fatigue 
checks (EnginSoft, N.D.). 
A second Autodesk product that is helpful in amusement ride design is Inventor. Inventor 
gives the engineer the capabilities of designing parts of the ride such as the mechanical systems. 
Material properties, geometry and interactions can be investigated in this software before it is 
created by the manufacturers.  
The software most commonly used by roller coaster designers to simulate their creations 
is NoLimits. Although labeled as a game, its advanced rendering and physics integration are of 
great use to professionals. Designers can designate the shape of the track by drawing the vertices 
comprising the curves and spans. Numerous premade objects such as banked curves and loops 
can be added and adjusted by specifying the desired dimensions. Once the shape of the course is 
designed, the user can move on to add in different types of support columns or generating a 
wooden truss system through the program. The terrain and surrounding rides can also be added 
and edited. After the design is complete, switching into “Play” mode will allow people to ride the 
rendered simulation of the roller coaster. Various perspectives can be chosen such as point of 
view or flying alongside the train.  
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Lastly, another software that can be used for both modeling and analysis is SolidWorks. 
This software provides the user the capabilities of modeling basic to complex shapes. Loading 
conditions both statically and dynamically can be applied. Animations and analysis reports that 
are produced are helpful to engineers in designing the capacities of the components comprising 
the roller coaster. 
2.6 Construction 
 The phases of construction of a roller coaster depend on the type, materials and location 
of the roller coaster. To begin construction, the plot of land is prepped through surveying, testing 
and leveling of the ground. Just as in a building, the first feature added to a roller coaster is the 
foundation system. Typically tall piles are dug into the ground, the depth depending on the 
ground conditions. Once the foundations are set, the supports structures are built. Steel supports 
are factory made and shipped to the job site to install. Wooden supports can be cut and installed 
all on site. 
 A similar process occurs with the tracks depending on the materials. Wooden tracks are 
typically made from 5 to 8 boards stacked together (Roller Coaster, 2018). The stack is altered to 
create the curves and inclines of the track. Along the top of the wooden tracks, steel plates are 
attached to prevent excessive damage from the train. Along areas of the course where the cart 
raises and the up-stop wheels are engaged, steel plates are placed on the bottom of the track as 
well. Through the design, the placement is known for the upward force to limit the use of extra 
plating on the bottom side of the track. Wooden coasters are purposely designed and constructed 
to sway to allow for an exciting effect and to disperse the stress on the components. Because 
wooden roller coasters are typically all built on site, environmental factors and human error can 
become more prominent. The time of construction can be greatly influenced by the weather since 
the workers must assemble almost all pieces from scratch onsite, and the lack of manufacturing 
standards can allow for a higher variance in precision.  
 In comparison, steel tracks are usually created in factories and shipped to the site. This 
allows for a more precise shape to be formed. The machine standards can create designs to 
support higher speeds and more extreme features such as loops. Once delivered to site, the 
segments of the track are bolted together by crews. Once construction is complete, testing and 
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adjusting of parameters occurs; all components are assured for quality and completeness. Before 
the ride opens to the public, the theming and landscaping is placed to finalize the ride. 
2.6.1 Economics 
 Roller coasters are a large investment for an amusement park to build. It takes both time 
and money to manufacture and assemble all the components on site. The cost is another defining 
difference between wooden and steel roller coasters. The average cost for building a wooden 
roller coaster is $10 million, but steel roller coasters are twice as much at $20 million 
(Weisenberger, 2013a). Although the initial cost for the steel roller coaster surpasses the wooden 
roller coaster, the financial benefits may be seen over time. Steel coasters are typically more 
durable and need less expensive maintenance, such as replacing track segments. This can result 
in the overall cost of the steel coaster being less than the wooden ride if the entire lifecycle of the 
roller coaster is analyzed.  
 Although the averages are around $10-20 million, as always, there are some outliers. A 
wooden roller coaster, Giant Dipper, was built in California in 1924.  It took construction crews 
only 47 days to build and set the owners back $50,000 (Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk, N.D.). 
Compared to today, the ride would have cost only just above half a million dollars. And it clearly 
paid for itself considering that it is still in operation today. On the other end of the spectrum is 
one of the most expensive roller coasters ever made. The title belongs to Expedition Everest at 
Disney World’s Animal Kingdom. The ride cost upwards of $100 million to make 
(CoasterForce, 2018c). However, this roller coaster is not solely a track, it is constructed within a 
steel reinforced mountain which raises the price.  
2.7 Maintenance and Operation 
 The maintenance and operation of a roller coaster is just as crucial of a part of its life 
cycle as the design and construction. Both preventative and reactive maintenance have to occur 
frequently. Once the roller coaster is running and open to the public, the goal is to maintain its 
quality to provide exhilarating rides for all who attend the park.  
 As mentioned above, daily pre-opening inspections are required through the ASTM F770 
regulations. The inspections may vary in content and length depending on the type and size of 
the ride, but there are some common tasks most technicians perform before the ride opens each 
day. During visual inspections of the track and any weldments of the stairs or rails, they look for 
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cracking or wear. The high stress areas of the ride such as the bottom of drops and the areas 
where the up-stop wheels are engaged get special notice (Weisenberger, 2011b). Each braking 
system is also checked and the electrical wiring is assured to still be in good working condition. 
The components of the lift hill such as the safety catches and lift mechanism must be inspected. 
The items on the trains like the safety restraints and lubricants must also be looked at. Once the 
initial inspection is complete, the ride will be sent on an empty run so inspectors can listen and 
watch for anything unexpected. It is required that the ride be cycled through so many times 
before it can be opened. The number of cycles is dependent upon the type of ride and size. 
Lastly, the technicians may take a ride to see if they can feel anything out of the ordinary along 
the course. This process can take multiple hours but is it for the safety of all involved and must 
be performed correctly. In addition to the daily inspections, there are also less frequent 
inspections. For example, yearly all the trains are disassembled and checked before being rebuilt.  
 Other yearly inspection tasks use more sophisticated equipment to check the quality of 
the tracks. Equipment for nondestructive testing such as magnetic particle testing, radiography, 
and ultrasound thickness testing are used (Applied Technical Services, 2017). These techniques 
allow for a more in-depth inspection compared to the daily visual inspections. Nondestructive 
testing can convey if there is a defect within the material or perhaps if there is a crack too small 
for the human eye to see.  
 Throughout the United States more than 300 million people ride the roller coasters of 
amusement parks in a year (Yang, 2017). Although this high attendance rate increases revenue of 
the parks, the wear on the coaster is an issue. Typically an average roller coaster can have an 
estimated life span of 25 years (Roller Coaster, 2018). However, replacements and repairs have 
to occur to accommodate the frequent use. The wooden track supports of a wooden coaster may 
have to be replaced every 4-7 years throughout its life (Roller Coaster, 2018). Rehabilitating 
wooden roller coasters with steel components has become a technique for limiting the 
maintenance cost while keeping the traditional wooden personality.  
2.8 Progressions and Possibilities 
 New and improving technology and understanding of concepts has promoted continual 
progress in roller coasters. Over the hundreds of years of roller coaster history, rides have 
changed from wooden cars traveling down slow inclines around 20 mph to fiberglass trains being 
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launched into inversions and spirals at over 100 mph. And the prospects for more improvement 
and innovation is promising. 
 Advancement could come in materials, track systems and ride concepts. The majority of 
roller coasters are built from steel or wood, but there are many more materials to test. These 
materials could be used for not only the track and supports but also other components such as the 
lift chains and braking systems. It has been suggested to create wheels that can travel silently 
along the tracks, allowing for the rider to focus more on the sensations or theming (Bessette, 
2015). New materials that are strong in all loading conditions could be used for the structural 
supports. Or creating hybrid systems where the material is chosen based on the design criteria of 
the section could optimize resource usage and minimize costs.  
 Popular concepts already being employed in rides today are virtual reality rides and 
interactive rides. In virtual reality rides, riders would still experience the sensations while 
traveling along the course but there would be no limits for the theming. The person’s 
surrounding would be digital and react to the person’s movement along the course. Another 
innovative concept is interactive rides. During these rides multiple courses could be available 
and onboard surveys could determine which route the train will follow based on what the people 
want (Sim, 2014). 
 Modifying the track and the interaction between the track and train have been discussed 
for future roller coasters. An interaction where the train and track never touch because of 
magnets would drastically minimize the wear and tear of the course because there would be no 
friction (Ohio University, N.D.). Another idea is to create tracks from air tunnels. The trains will 
float on the air in the tubes and be propelled along smoothly without ever touching the course 
(Ohio University, N.D.). 
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3.0 Methodology 
To complete the goal of designing a roller coaster four distinct steps were taken. These 
steps were determining the shape and components, designing the structure, testing the materials, 
and modeling and simulating the results. The preliminary components included were based on 
the objective of the project, which is to see the differing loading correlating to the type of 
component. Various lifts, hills, loops, curves, valleys and brakes were incorporated. With the 
components, an energy analysis was calculated to assure a successful and safe completion of the 
course. Once the geometry and dimensions of the track was established, the structural support 
system needed to be designed and various material properties tested for the supports. The entire 
course and supports were modeled and viewed in a simulator once completed.  
3.1 Shape and Components 
 As mentioned above, the components chosen to be included in the course were 
incorporated with the objective of the thesis in mind. Each component was given preliminary 
dimensions and an energy analysis was calculated to assure the cars would complete each 
component successfully. Also, the velocity, accelerations, and G forces associated with each part 
were calculated to compare to standard safe limits. Depending on the initial results, the 
dimensions and geometry were adjusted accordingly. The velocities of the previous feature were 
carried to the next to create a complete profile of the course.   
3.1.1 Lift Hill 
 Designing the lift hill consisted of determining the type of lift and then finding the 
variables related. For this thesis a traditional chain lift hill was chosen. Therefore, the incline, 
distance, initial and final velocities, and train parameters are required. Balancing the energy 
entering and leaving the system, the overall work necessary for the lift to bring the train to the 
top was found. The initial kinetic energy, initial potential energy and work is set to equal the 
final kinetic energy and final potential energy, as seen below. 
𝐾𝐸1 + 𝑃𝐸1 + 𝑊 = 𝐾𝐸2 + 𝑃𝐸2 
1
2
𝑚𝑣1
2 + 𝑚𝑔ℎ1 + 𝐹𝐿𝑑 − 𝐹𝑅𝐹𝑑 − 𝐹𝐵𝐹𝑑 − 𝐹𝐷𝑑 =
1
2
𝑚𝑣2
2 + 𝑚𝑔ℎ2 
  
 
(Eq. 1) 
(Eq. 2) 
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Throughout the calculations of the course both friction and drag are considered to 
determine their effects on the progression of the cart. Friction is divided into rolling friction and 
bearing friction. Rolling friction is the result of the wheel on the track. The force caused by 
rolling friction is a result of the normal force of the weight of the train on the track, the 
coefficient of rolling friction, and the radius of the wheel. To determine the normal force of the 
weight of the cart on the track at any given point various factors must be known. If the part of 
track being analyzed is linear then the incline (ø) and the weight (w) of the cart are needed to 
calculate the normal force in the equation below.  
𝑁 = 𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑠(∅) 
However, if the track has a radius then additional parameters such as the radius of the 
track (r) and the velocity are included.  
𝑁 = 𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑠(∅) +
𝑚𝑣2
𝑟
 
Referring to a past roller coaster MQP, a common wheel radius (R) and coefficient of 
rolling friction (b) were determined. Using similar values for a wheel on a steel rail, the radius of 
the wheel was set at 5 inches and the coefficient of rolling friction at 0.01 (Gallerie, 2002). These 
variables were incorporated into the equation to find the force of rolling friction. To then find the 
work due to rolling friction, the force was multiplied by the length of track which it was applied 
over. 
𝐹𝑅𝐹 =
𝑁𝑏
𝑅
 
𝑊𝑅𝐹 = 𝐹𝑅𝐹𝑑 
Using the same normal force due to the weight of the cart (N) above, the bearing friction 
was determined. The bearing friction is the energy lost due to the interaction between the wheels 
and the bearings attaching it to the cart. The force due to bearing friction is a product of the 
normal force of the weight of the car and the coefficient of bearing friction. The coefficient of 
bearing friction (µ) can differ depending on the bearing materials, setup and lubrication. For this 
study it was set to 0.0018 (Gallerie, 2002). As with the force of the rolling friction, the force of 
the bearing friction is multiplied by the distance over which it acts to find the work. 
(Eq. 3) 
(Eq. 4) 
(Eq. 5) 
(Eq. 6) 
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𝐹𝐵𝐹 = 𝑁𝜇 
𝑊𝐵𝐹 = 𝐹𝐵𝐹𝑑 
The last outside force that was incorporated into the calculations was drag. Drag is the 
resistance felt caused by the density of the material which something is traveling through, the 
profile of the object and the velocity. The car will be travelling through air with a density (ρ) of 
0.0765lb/ft3. Based on research of basic roller coaster cart shapes, it was determined that the 
front profile of the train is 4 feet wide and 3 feet tall. Based on this profile the drag coefficient 
(CD) is 1.8, from the coefficients and profiles of railroad trains (Gallerie, 2002). The force and 
work due to drag were found through the equations below. 
𝐹𝐷 =
1
2
𝜌𝑣2𝐴𝐶𝐷 
𝑊𝐷 = 𝐹𝐷𝑑 
Once calculating the power needed to reach the peak of the lift, taking into account 
rolling friction, bearing friction and drag, the acceleration and time of the lift were found using 
the equations below (Weisenberger, 2013a). 
𝑣𝑓
2 = 𝑣0
2 + 2𝑎𝑑 
𝑣𝑓 = 𝑣0 + 𝑎𝑡 
3.1.2 Initial Drop 
 Once the train reaches the peak of the lift, it is released and gravity brings it through the 
first drop. The most important thing that was considered when designing the initial drop was to 
limit the G forces exerted on the riders. To do this the bottom of the hill has a curved descent to 
decrease the force on the passengers. Calculating the radius of curvature starts by deciding the 
amount of g’s which you want the rider to experience. The vertical g’s felt by the rider is the 
force applied by the ride and the force applied by gravity, which is 1g (Weisenberger, 2013a). 
Once calculating the force applied by the ride, the centripetal acceleration (a) can be found by 
multiplying G by gravity. 
𝐺𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑡 = 𝐺𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒 + 1 
(Eq. 8) 
(Eq. 7) 
(Eq. 9) 
(Eq. 10) 
(Eq. 11) 
(Eq. 12) 
(Eq. 13) 
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𝐺𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒 =
𝑎
𝑔
 
 Once the desired centripetal acceleration is established the needed radius of curvature can 
be calculated using the expected velocity at the bottom of the straight hill. The equation to relate 
the three can be seen below (Weisenberger, 2013a). 
𝑟 =
𝑣2
𝑎
 
The start of the curve was found by finding the point on the circle of the designated 
radius where the initial straight incline was tangent. After creating the profile of the initial 
straight decline and the curve, the hill’s shape was complete. To find the velocity of the cart at 
the bottom of the hill, the information pertaining to the cart’s movement and the track at 
increments of 10 horizontal feet were found. In AutoCAD the drop’s profile was drawn and the 
coordinates of each increment were recorded. Using Excel, each step’s parameters were entered 
and the pertaining information was calculated. Using the information from the previous 
increment, the velocity at each point along the drop was found taking into account friction and 
drag in the energy equation.  
3.1.3 Clothoid Loop 
 Calculating the dimensions and associated effects of the loop started with deciding the 
desired height of the overall loop. The height must not be higher than the lift hill. Since the ride 
is only propelled by gravity after the initial lift, then the highest point must be the first hill. This 
is because as the ride progresses the train will lose energy to friction and drag. 
 Approximate values for the desired vertical G forces at the entrance and the peak of the 
loop were first decided. The loop will not be a perfect circle because that would require a 
constant radius of curvature. A constant radius would create too high of vertical G forces when 
considering the change in velocity throughout the loop. The clothoid loop is teardrop shaped; 
there is a radius of curvature at the entrance, a different radius towards the peak, and then the 
same radius as the entrance at the exit.  
 Using the same equations detailed above, the tracks’ angle was taken into account to 
calculate the velocity of the train due to the change in height, friction and drag along the track. 
Once the velocity was calculated at each 10 foot horizontal increment, the corresponding vertical 
(Eq. 14) 
(Eq. 15) 
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G force values could be found. Finding the centripetal acceleration, comparing velocity squared 
over radius of curvature, and dividing by the acceleration of gravity gave the g’s at each point. 
Both the resulting vertical G forces and velocity had to be checked. The dimensions, such as the 
height and radius of curvature, could be altered to assure the train is able to complete the loop 
and to limit the vertical G forces felt by the riders. 
3.1.4 Straight Away 
 To calculate the velocity at the end of a straight away, the initial velocity and the effects 
of friction and drag must be considered. Each area of the track considered a straight away is at 10 
feet above grade and consists of a flat straight strip between other components. The equation 
used before in the energy balance can calculate the velocity the train has at the end of a certain 
length of track.  
1
2
𝑚𝑣1
2 + 𝑚𝑔ℎ1 − 𝐹𝑅𝐹𝑑 − 𝐹𝐵𝐹𝑑 − 𝐹𝐷𝑑 =
1
2
𝑚𝑣2
2 + 𝑚𝑔ℎ2 
1
2
𝑚𝑣1
2 − 𝐹𝑅𝐹𝑑 − 𝐹𝐵𝐹𝑑 − 𝐹𝐷𝑑 =
1
2
𝑚𝑣2
2 
3.1.5 Banked Curves 
 To change direction so the train can travel in a circle back towards the station, two 
banked curves were added. The velocity from the preceding component was used as the starting 
velocity for the curve. A radius of the turn must be decided to start the calculations. Next, using 
the equation for a circumference of a semicircle the length of the curve can be found. 
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 = 𝜋𝑟 
 The speeds of the train can be found along the length of the turn at 10 foot increments 
through the above energy equations. An important feature to design for the banked curves is the 
lateral G forces a rider experiences. The banking angle of the curve is to prevent too high of 
lateral forces, injuring the riders. The equation to determine the bank angle of the curve to result 
in 1g is below (Weisenberger, 2013a). In this equation theta is the angle of the embankment, v is 
the velocity at that point along the curve, r is the radius of the curve and g is the acceleration of 
gravity. 
tan(𝜃) =
𝑣2
𝑟𝑔
 
(Eq. 16) 
(Eq. 17) 
(Eq. 18) 
(Eq. 19) 
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3.1.6 Hills and Valleys 
 The hills later in the course were designed in a similar way to the first drop after the lift 
hill. The track was divided into segments of 10 foot horizontal pieces. However, this length was 
adjusted to find the parameters of certain points on the hills such as the start, curvature changes, 
peaks, base of the valleys, and the end. Arbitrary heights were chosen for the hills and curves to 
best fit the design of the path, which was drawn in AutoCAD. Once the basic profile was drawn, 
the pertaining information of each point along the hills were found and inputted into the Excel 
sheets.  
 Using the already established energy balance equation and the velocity from the previous 
feature on the course, the velocities of each point were calculated. From the velocity and radius 
of curvature, the centripetal acceleration was found, similarly to the initial drop. Once the 
centripetal acceleration was calculated the applicable G forces at each point could also be 
calculated. Depending on the velocities and G forces produced, the shape and dimensions of the 
hills and valleys were adjusted to reach acceptable values. For example, if the vertical G forces 
were too great at the bottom of a valley then the radius of curvature could be increased, 
decreasing the centripetal acceleration and G forces resulting from the incoming velocity. If the 
velocity reached zero, perhaps at the top of a peak, then the Excel would produce an error for the 
remaining segments. This is because the kinetic energy had decreased too drastically so the 
energy balance was no longer true and the ride would have theoretically stopped. To change the 
velocity of a component in the hills and valleys, the heights of the starting hills were increased 
while the end hills were decreased. This promoted more energy being converted to kinetic 
energy for the later hills, increasing the velocity to a positive values so the ride continued.  
3.1.7 Braking 
 Once the course is completed, the braking system has to be considered. Unless all the 
energy is dissipated through friction and drag throughout the ride, then a braking system must be 
added to slow the velocity of the train as it returns to the station. Various types of braking may 
be employed but the key of the design is to slow the riders at a deceleration that will not cause 
injury. Using the entrance velocity and the desired length of the braking system, the power 
contributed by the system can be calculated. Adjusting the energy equation to account for 
braking will result in the formula below.  
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1
2
𝑚𝑣1
2 + 𝑚𝑔ℎ1 − 𝐹𝑅𝐹𝑑 − 𝐹𝐵𝐹𝑑 − 𝐹𝐷𝑑 − 𝐹𝐵𝑑 =
1
2
𝑚𝑣2
2 + 𝑚𝑔ℎ2 
 The added variable of FB represents the force the braking system exerts. When this force 
is multiplied over the distance it acts, the work of the braking is found. For the design, a constant 
braking force was applied over the system. This value was adjusted to result in a reasonable 
speed for the train’s entrance back into the station; this speed was determined to be around 12 
mph. The time required for the braking system was determined by dividing the track distance by 
the average velocity over that span. This gave the time it took to travel each segment. The sum of 
the segment times results in the time during the entire braking system. 
3.2 Support Structures 
 The structural supports throughout the course were all initially designed using typical 
steel material properties. This was done using basic principles of steel column design. The 
column supports were designed for both axial loading and bending moments. The supports have 
to hold the weight of the track and the forces caused by the train. Each support was designed to 
have a capacity that was sufficient for both a moving and stationary train to mimic the forces 
experienced during the ride’s use and in case of a stall in the ride.  
 The columns were placed at critical locations along the course such as peaks, valleys and 
curve changes. Then the supports were evenly distributed between the designated critical points. 
The maximum spacing along the track for the supports was decided to be no more than 40 feet. 
This value comes from the design of the track itself in Gallerie’s MQP, determining that the 
maximum span the track could accommodate was around 40 feet (Gallerie, 2002).  
3.2.1 Bending Moment in Column Supports 
 Starting from the initial lift hill, supports were placed at the critical points. These 
included the bottom of the lift hill, the top of the lift hill, the curve change in the initial drop, the 
bottom of the initial drop, and so on accordingly. The bending moments in the supports were 
calculated by finding any horizontal forces caused by the angle of the track and the movement of 
the train. This force was then multiplied by the height of the column to determine the bending 
moment generated by the track and the train.  
 The horizontal forces were calculated by finding the horizontal component of the load at 
each support. The load consisted of the effect from the normal force and the G forces. The 
(Eq. 20) 
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horizontal component of the normal force multiplied by the vertical G forces and divided by 
gravity gave part of the horizontal force on the column from the train’s movement. The second 
part of the horizontal force came from the train’s linear G forces. The linear G forces were 
determined by finding the acceleration of the train between each support. Having only the 
velocities and the track distance the accelerations were calculated using the following equation. 
The change in velocity is divided by the distance divided by the average velocity. 
𝑎 =
(𝑣2 − 𝑣1)
𝑑
ῡ⁄
 
ῡ =
𝑣2 + 𝑣1
2
 
 This acceleration was then divided by the acceleration of gravity to produce the G forces. 
Even though these are the linear G forces they are still relative to the value of the acceleration of 
gravity. Next, the weight of the train was multiplied by the linear G force to determine the force 
the train exerts on the column depending on its linear acceleration. The horizontal component of 
this forces that runs parallel to the track will be the second part contributing to the bending 
moment on the columns. Once both horizontal forces, from the train and its movement, were 
calculated it was multiplied by the column height to establish the bending moment. The train was 
determined to be a live load so the loading was also multiplied by 1.6 in accordance to LRFD 
provisions.  
 Next, the required plastic section modulus for each column was determined based on the 
bending moments. Using the yield strength of the steel (Fy) and the bending moment (Mu) 
calculated above, the limiting plastic section modulus (Zx) was found. Equation F2-1 from 
Chapter F in the AISC Steel Manual for Design of Members for Flexure was used (AISC, 2011). 
𝑀𝑢 ≤ ∅𝑀𝑛 = ∅𝐹𝑦𝑍𝑥 
 To begin, a standard 20 inch diameter solid steel column was used for each location. The 
capacity of the columns were calculated by multiplying the plastic section modulus of the 
column by the yield strength of the steel and phi (Ø=0.9). The plastic section modulus was found 
by cubing the diameter and dividing the results by 6. The capacity of each column was then 
compared to the bending moment to determine if the size was sufficient for the loading. In cases 
(Eq. 23) 
(Eq. 21) 
(Eq. 22) 
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where the bending moment exceeded the capacity the column size was increased. For ease of 
calculation and repetition in the design, column sizes were chosen from 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 
inch diameters. The diameter greater than and closest to the required diameter for bending, found 
from the required section modulus, was selected and tested for compressive strength. 
3.2.2 Axial Loading in Column Supports 
 To begin the compression design of the structural supports, the axial forces within each 
support along the track had to be determined. The calculations of the shape, the normal force, 
velocity, radius of curvature, centripetal acceleration and G forces were compiled to determine 
the necessary forces on each column.  
 First, the force of a stalled ride was found. This was done by calculating the vertical 
component of the normal force caused by the weight of the car and the force caused by the 
weight of the track. The track’s weight was determined by finding the tributary area that each 
column needed to hold. This was half the distance to either support on both sides of the current 
column. 
 Next, the axial force of the ride in motion was determined. The weight of the track was 
calculated in the same way as the stalled ride; the tributary area and weight of the track per foot 
were multiplied. The axial force was determined by multiplying the vertical component of the 
normal force by the vertical G forces and then dividing by gravity to get the value into units of 
kips. The vertical component of the linear force on the train from the linear G forces, as 
calculated above, was also found. The total axial force applied to each column was the sum of 
the track’s weight and the train’s weight accounting for the effects of the G forces during motion. 
The loads due to the track were designated as dead loads and those due to the train were live 
loads. The load combination 1.2DL+1.6LL was used to factor the loads in accordance with 
LRFD procedures.  
 Once the axial forces were determined for each column, the required areas were 
calculated. To begin the standard 20 inch diameter solid steel column was used for each location. 
The slenderness ratio was found for each column using the equation below, taking into account 
the K value pertaining to the end conditions (K), the column length (L) and the radius of gyration 
(r).  
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𝑠𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =
𝐾𝐿
𝑟
 
 Using Equations E3-1 and E3-2 of Chapter E in the AISC Steel Manual for Design of 
Members for Compression, the capacity of each standard 20 inch column was calculated (AISC, 
2011). The slenderness ratio for each column was compared to the equation below. 
𝐾𝐿
𝑟
≤ 𝑜𝑟 > 4.71√
𝐸
𝐹𝑦
 
 Depending on the outcome of the inequality, different equations were used to calculate 
the critical stress of the column.  
𝐾𝐿
𝑟
≤ 4.71√
𝐸
𝐹𝑦
                                               𝐹𝑐𝑟 = [0.658
𝐹𝑒
𝐹𝑦]𝐹𝑦 
𝐾𝐿
𝑟
> 4.71√
𝐸
𝐹𝑦
                                                    𝐹𝑐𝑟 = 0.877𝐹𝑒 
 The elastic buckling stress (Fe) for both critical stress equations was calculated using the 
following equation. 
𝐹𝑒 =
𝜋2𝐸
(
𝐾𝐿
𝑟 )
2
 
 Once the critical stress was established, it was multiplied by the area of the column and 
phi (Ø=0.9) to calculate the nominal compressive strength. This compressive strength was then 
compared to the axial loading of each column to determine if the column size was sufficient for 
each location, as seen below.  
𝑃𝑢 ≤ ∅𝑃𝑛 = ∅𝐹𝑐𝑟𝐴𝑔 
 Next, the capacities and loading were compared using the new diameters found from the 
bending moment calculations. The same equations as above were used, however different 
capacities were determined because the area and radius of gyration changed with the column 
diameter. When calculating the capacities of the new column diameters, attention had to be paid 
(Eq. 23) 
(Eq. 24) 
(Eq. 25) 
(Eq. 26) 
(Eq. 27) 
(Eq. 28) 
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to the slenderness ratio. For serviceability purposes, the slenderness ratio should not exceed 200. 
However, because of the low loads and high heights of some of the columns the slenderness ratio 
was very large. The diameters had to be adjusted to bring their value below 200. Then the 
diameters were checked to reassure they were still sufficient for both bending and compression.  
3.3 Materials 
 Once the locations and forces were determined for each structural support, the material 
properties could be adjusted. This was done to see the effects the material properties of the steel 
had on the capacities of the columns. Two important material properties were tested, yield 
strength and modulus of elasticity.  
 Using the already established Excel sheet which calculated the capacities for both 
bending and compression of the columns, the material properties were tested. The analysis was 
done on the new diameters of the columns determined to be the best options for the control 
scenario. The control yield strength was set to be equal to 50ksi and the modulus of elasticity 
was set at 29,000ksi. To adjust the yield strength, values of 60ksi and 35ksi were used to 
represent an increase in yield strength and a decrease in yield strength respectively. These 
increases were 20% and 30% of the original property. The same percentage increase and 
decrease were used to alter the modulus of elasticity. The new values were 34,800ksi and 
20,300ksi. The required section modulus for bending was found for the two new yield strength 
conditions and compared to the section modulus of the column cross sections. These ratios of 
bending capacity were plotted on the same graph to see the change due to yield strength change 
in the bending capacity. Similarly, the new compressive capacities were found for the four new 
conditions and compared to the compressive load of the system. These ratios of compressive 
capacity were also plotted on the same graph for analysis. 
3.4 Model and Simulate 
 Once the profile of the course was established and the supports designed, the roller 
coaster was modeled in the simulation software, NoLimits 2. This roller coaster simulation 
software is very easy to learn and is a very powerful tool for modeling and simulating 
amusement park rides.  
 The process begins by adding vertices that comprise the curve of the track being created. 
Each vertex could be hand placed and then the coordinates could be adjusted manually to better 
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match the calculated numbers for each component. Various premade features such as the loop 
and banked curves were used. The specific parameters of each were adjusted to match the 
calculations of the design. Once the track was laid out different sections were assigned different 
types such as lift, station and braking. This was to let the program know what to render there and 
to adjust how the train reacted with the course. After the modeling was complete, the roller 
coaster could be rendered by the software and the simulation could be run. Below is a screenshot 
taken during the process of constructing the vertices and sections of the track (Figure 13). 
 
Figure 13: NoLimits 2 Editor Screenshot 
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4.0 Results 
 This section outlines the results obtained by following the previously stated methods, 
processes, and equations. The calculations were carried out by hand and in a Microsoft Excel 
sheet. The dimensions and increments of track were visualized in Autodesk AutoCAD. And then 
the roller coaster course and supports were modeled and simulated in NoLimits 2.The detailed 
results of the calculations and visual representations can be seen in the tables and documents 
found in the Appendices.  
4.1 Course Profile 
 The below images display the layout of the track (Figure 14). The top image is the track 
viewed from the lift hill side. The bottom two images display the perspective view of the track as 
if you were standing near either end at the curves. 
 
 
Figure 14: Track Layout Perspective Views 
 The course starts at the station located 10 feet above grade. Once two passengers are 
safely seated in each of the 4 cars comprising the train, the ride begins. The train leaves the 
station at 8 mph starting up the 45º lift hill. The lift brings the train up the 240 feet of track in 
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16.4 seconds. At the peak of the first hill the cart is 180 feet above grade travelling at 12 mph 
before it is released into the first drop.  
 The first drop has an initial incline of 65º for the first 137 feet of track. Then to reduce 
the G forces experienced by the riders to between 2.21g’s and 3.24g’s the track begins a radius 
of curvature of 102.634 feet. As a result of the lift hill and drop of the hill, the cart reaches its 
maximum velocity for the course at the bottom of the 170 foot hill at 70.58 mph. The train then 
enters a 100 foot straight away slowing from 70.58 mph to 69.54 mph due to outside forces of 
friction and drag. 
 Next, the riders enter the clothoid loop. The loop starts at a radius of curvature of 80.764 
feet with an entrance velocity of 69.54 mph. This curve and speed cause the rider to experience 
4g’s at the start of the loop. As the train climbs the right side of the loop the velocity drops to 45 
mph when riders are heading up perpendicular to the ground. Once the train reaches the top of 
the loop the track has changed to a radius of curvature of 38.158 feet. At the top, the train is 
moving at only 19.95 mph and there are 0.67g’s on the passengers. This amount of G forces 
while upside down will cause people to feel a suspended feeling where gravity at 1g wants to 
pull the rider towards the earth and 0.67g’s is pushing the rider into their seat. After passing the 
peak of the loop both the G forces and velocity begin to increase again. At the far left side of the 
loop the train has increased to 43.9 mph and the radius of curvature has changed to 80.764 feet 
again. Once reaching the end of the loop the passengers are traveling at 66.29 mph and 
experience 3.63g’s. The progression of the velocity and the vertical G forces relative to the 
distance through the loop can be seen in the graphs below (Figures 15 & 16). The vertical G 
forces displayed do not include the additional effects of gravity. The sudden change in the G 
forces on either side of the peak of the loop is due to the change in radius of curvature. Because 
of the nature of the equation for centripetal acceleration, even as the velocity smoothly 
progresses, since the radius of curvature changes at one point, the G forces are effected 
accordingly around that point.  
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Figure 15: Velocity of Train in Clothoid Loop 
 
Figure 16: Vertical G Forces in Clothoid Loop 
 After exiting the loop the train enters a 100 foot straight away. Due to drag and friction 
the train’s velocity decreases from 66.29 mph to 65.29 mph. Next the riders enter into the banked 
curve. The radius of the turn is 50 feet and 180º after the start of the banked curve is the end. At 
the middle of the turn the velocity of the cart is 64.53 mph and at the exit it is going 63.78 mph. 
To reduce the lateral G forces on the riders to 1g, the curve must be banked at 80.04º at the start, 
79.81º in the middle, and 79.57º at the end. To gradually introduce the embankment to the riders 
the track starts to angle inwards about 20 feet before the curve and ends about 20 feet after the 
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curve. The train enters into an 80 foot straight away before ascending a hill 90 feet above grade. 
The entrance velocity is 63.01 mph and riders experience 4.39g’s because of the 60 foot radius of 
curvature. At the peak of the hill the velocity decreases to 38.22 mph. This velocity and a radius 
of curvature of 40 feet result in a vertical G force of about 2.44g’s. The descent on the back side 
of the hill is symmetrical to the entrance; the radius of curvature is 60 feet. Although it is 
symmetric, the velocity only increases back to 61.2 mph which causes 4.17g’s on the rider. After 
exiting the first hill the train travels through a 40 foot straight away decreasing its velocity to 
60.83 mph from the entrance into the final hill series.  
 The final hill series is comprised of three hills with two valleys. The first hill starts with a 
radius of curvature of 60 feet. The peak of the first hill has a radius of curvature of 50 feet and it 
is located 120 feet above grade. The train decreases to 17.38 mph causing the passengers to feel 
only 0.4g’s. The descent of the first hill transitions into the first valley. The bottom of the first 
valley is located 20 feet above grade. Because of the 50 foot radius of curvature and 56.63 mph, 
the resulting vertical G forces is 4.28g’s. Then the train climbs the second hill through the 55 
foot radius of curvature reaching the 120 foot high second peak. Because of the nature of the 
relationship between the first and second hill the riders are only traveling at 9.25 mph, which 
results in 0.1g’s. This slow speed and low vertical G force creates a sensation of floating and the 
riders question if the train will make it up and over the hill. The force of gravity is pushing the 
rider down while their acceleration from the curve lifts them up. Once passing the peak, the train 
descends again gaining speed into the second valley. The base of the second valley has a radius 
of curvature of 70 feet and a height of 30 feet. After traveling through the second valley at 52.4 
mph and 2.62g’s, riders begin to climb the final hill. The peak of the fourth hill is at 110 feet. At 
the peak the radius of curvature is 50 feet and the train slows to 16.57 mph. The riders once 
again experience weightlessness with 0.37g’s pulling them from their seats. The final descent has 
a radius of curvature of 80 feet to minimize the vertical G forces to 2.64g’s and the velocity to 
56.28 mph. The progression of both the velocity and vertical G forces along the distance of the 
hill series can be seen in the graphs below (Figure 17 & 18). The vertical G forces displayed do 
not include the direction of the force or the additional effects of gravity. 
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Figure 17: Velocity of Train in Hill Series 
 
Figure 18: Vertical G Forces in Hill Series 
 After finishing the final hill series the train goes through a short 40 foot straight away and 
then the second banked curve. Entering into the banked curve the train is going 55.93 mph. Once 
again the banking of the curve starts 20 feet before the curve and ends 20 feet after the curve. To 
reduce the lateral G forces to 1 g the curve starts at 76.55º before decreasing to 76.23º in the 
middle and ending at 75.90º. Exiting the banked curve the train is travelling at 54.59 mph before 
going through the last straight away. 162 feet before the train returns to the station, the braking 
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system is engaged. Starting at 54.59 mph the riders slow to 12.41 mph creating just under 1 g of 
linear G forces due to the onset of the deceleration. This braking will occur over 2.85 seconds.  
 Below in Figure 19 is the color-coded flattened profile of the roller coaster course. The 
far left is the station where riders board the trains. The passengers travel through the lift hill, 
initial drop, straight away #1, clothoid loop, and straight away #2 before entering the banked 
curve. The banked curve, represented in orange would be where the course curves 180º to travel 
in the opposite direction. After the turn the riders will go through the third straight away, the first 
hill, the fourth straight away, the hill series, and a fifth straight away before turning again 
entering into the final straight away and braking to return to the station.  
 
 
Figure 19: Color-Coded Flattened Profile 
 The velocities, radius of curvature, vertical G forces and linear G forces for each critical 
point is summarized in Table 1 below. The vertical G force directions are relative to the position 
of the rider, and the value includes the additional forces of gravity. Negative vertical G forces are 
pushing from toe to head, and the positive vertical G forces are pushing head to toe. 
Table 1: Summary of Profile Results 
Location Velocity 
(mph) 
Radius of 
Curvature (feet) 
Vertical G 
Forces 
Linear G 
Forces 
Lift Hill Start 8.00 0.000 1.00 0.000 
Lift Hill Peak 12.00 0.000 1.00 0.012 
Curve in Initial Drop 58.33 102.634 2.64 1.184 
Bottom of Initial Drop/ Straight Away #1 Starts  70.58 102.634 4.24 0.094 
End of Straight Away #1/Start of Loop 69.54 0.000 5.00 -0.049 
Right Side of Loop 45.01 80.764 1.92 -0.568 
Peak of Loop 19.95 38.158 -0.30 0.104 
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Left Side of Loop 64.38 80.764 1.84 -0.023 
End of Loop/Start of Straight Away #2 66.29 0.000 4.63 0.685 
End of Straight Away #2/Banked Curve #1 Starts 65.29 50.000 1.00 -0.043 
Middle of Banked Curve #1 64.53 50.000 1.00 -0.042 
Banked Curve #1 Ends/Start of Straight Away #3 63.78 50.000 1.00 -0.041 
End of Straight Away #3/Start of Hill #1 63.01 60.000 5.39 -0.040 
Peak of Hill #1 38.22 40.000 -1.44 -0.557 
End of Hill #1/Start of Straight Away #4 61.20 60.000 5.17 0.608 
End of Straight Away #4/Start of Hill Series 60.83 60.000 5.08 -0.038 
Peak of Hill #2 17.38 50.000 0.60 -0.516 
Valley #1 56.63 50.000 5.28 0.466 
Peak of Hill #3 9.25 55.000 0.90 -0.011 
Valley #2 52.40 70.000 3.62 0.615 
Peak of Hill #4 16.57 50.000 0.63 -0.443 
End of Hill #4/Start of Straight Away #5 56.28 80.000 3.64 0.609 
End of Straight Away #5/Banked Curve #2 Starts 55.93 50.000 1.00 -0.033 
Middle of Banked Curve #2 55.26 50.000 1.00 -0.064 
End of Banked Curve #2/Start of Straight Away #6 54.59 50.000 1.00 -0.024 
End of Straight Away #6/Start of Braking 54.08 0.000 1.00 -0.015 
End of Braking/Returns to Station 12.41 0.000 1.00 -0.307 
 
4.2 Structural Supports 
 Spacing the support columns at each critical point and with no more than 40 foot spacing 
between them, resulted in the placement and design of 88 columns along the 3,118 foot course. 
The column capacity of the standard 20 inch diameter solid steel was calculated and compared to 
the bending moment of each column. This comparison was done by finding the required section 
modulus (Zx) for the loading condition and dividing it by the section modulus of the 20 inch 
diameter column. The value of the capacity was greatly influenced by the track angle, G forces 
and the height of the column. The first graph below in Figure 20 shows the bending moment at 
each discreet locate of the support columns along the course distance. The x-axis displays the 
value of the bending moment in each column in units of foot kips. Along the course there are 12 
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columns that experience negative bending. The sign of the bending corresponds to the 
relationship of the direction of bending to the direction of the train’s movement. If the bending is 
in the opposite direction of the train’s progression, as with the 12 columns, then the system 
results in negative bending.  However, due to the symmetry of the solid circular columns the sign 
of the bending is only important in determining the direction of bending. Also, the ratio of 
bending moment to capacity is plotted over the distance of the course below (Figure 21).  
 
Figure 20: Bending Moment Along Course 
 
Figure 21: Bending Moment Capacity Ratio Along Course (20in Diameter) 
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 As seen in Figure 21 above, the capacities of some of the columns were surpassed by the 
loading. This would create a failing condition designated by a ratio greater than or equal to one 
when comparing the required section modulus to the current section modulus. Next, the 
columns’ sizes where modified to establish the most effective diameter for the given loading. As 
can be seen in Figure 21 above, there was a wide range of capacity usage in the columns along 
the course. Once changing the columns’ sizes to the closest set size greater than the required 
section modulus, percentage of capacities used was increased. The column sizes were adjusted 
from the standard 20 inch diameter to 25 or 30 inch diameters if a larger cross section was 
needed. And the size was decreased if the 20 inch diameter was an over design, so the size was 
changed to 5, 10, or 15 inch diameters. The comparison of the loading conditions to the new 
column sizes can be seen in Figure 22 below.  
 
Figure 22: Bending Moment Capacity Ratio Along Course (Modified Diameters) 
 While adjusting the column sizes, special attention had to be paid to the new slenderness 
ratios. It was found that two columns exceeded their capacities even though the required cross 
section was met. This was because the columns had extremely high slenderness ratios. Two of 
the tallest columns, at the peak of the lift hill and the peak of the fourth hill, had slenderness 
ratios of over 1000 when the limit is 200. This caused an increase in cross sectional diameters for 
serviceability purposes. The diameter needed for bending was only 5 inches but because of the 
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Next the results of the compression designs were investigated. The compressive loading 
for each column is a result of the weight of the track and the weight of the train effected by both 
vertical G forces and linear G forces. The compressive axial loading of each column is displayed 
next in Figure 23 along the distance of the course. Once the axial loading was calculated for each 
column, the outcome was compared to the capacity calculated for each column if it was the 
standard 20 inch diameter solid steel column. The results of the capacity ratio for the 20 inch 
diameter columns can be viewed in Figure 24. 
 
Figure 23: Axial Loading Along Course 
 
Figure 24: Compression Capacity Ratio Along Course (20in Diameter) 
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 The results from adjusting the cross sectional diameters to maximize the bending 
capacities were next checked for their compressive capacities. The change in diameter similarly 
affected the compression capacity ratios as it did the bending capacity ratios, increasing the 
percent of capacity used (Figure 25). However, while the columns reached nearly their bending 
capacity in certain locations, such as the 99.7% at the approach to the first valley, the capacity 
for compressive strength did not even pass 7% in the columns once adjusting the diameters.  
 
Figure 25: Compression Capacity Ratio Along Course (Modified Diameters) 
 The ratio of the required section modulus to sustain the bending moment on each column 
was compared to the give section modulus by the column’s diameter. By changing the yield 
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or decreased. For example, a column that used 53% of its capacity at the control state, would 
decrease its capacity usage to 44% if the yield strength of the material was increased to 60ksi 
from 50ksi. If the yield strength was decreased to 35ksi, the column would then require 74% of 
its capacity to sustain the loading conditions given by the bending moment. The results of the 
yield strength change for all the columns are plotted on the graph below (Figure 26). 
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Figure 26: Change in Bending Capacity Due to Change in Yield Strength 
 Using the same thought process, the new usage of the columns’ compressive capacities, 
resulting from the material property changes of yield strength and modulus of elasticity, are 
shown below for comparison (Figure 27).  
 
Figure 27: Change in Compressive Capacity Due to Change in Yield Strength of Modulus of Elasticity 
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4.3 Model and Simulation 
 The roller coaster was modeled in NoLimits2 and the simulation was run to virtually ride 
the ride. Below are images resulting from the work done in the software. The first image is the 
perspective view of the entire course (Figure 28). The program was an extremely useful tool for 
modeling and simulating the roller coaster. The only drawback was the lack of precision in 
determining the radii of the track in locations. Another setback of the software was the inability 
for the user to easily bank the turns. When attempting to bank the curves, the whole track would 
rotate and sometimes result in the train returning to the station upside down.  
 
Figure 28: Completed Roller Coaster Model 
 The following images are taken from the simulation of the roller coaster. Figure 29 is the 
view as the train is traveling up the lift hill. Figure 30 is as the train begins the initial drop. 
Figure 31 is the drop of the first hill after the banked curve. Figure 32 is the final descent from 
the hill series, and Figure 33 is in the braking system returning to the station. 
     
Figure 29: View Ascending Lift Hill                                             Figure 30: View from Start of Initial Drop 
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Figure 31: View from Drop after Hill #1                              Figure 32: View from Final Drop of Hill Series 
 
Figure 33: View from Braking System, Returning to Station 
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5.0 Discussion 
 The following section will analyze the results described above. The various results and 
implications of the results will be discussed. The effects of the components on the profile’s 
design, along with the relationship between the velocities and G forces of the course will be 
outlined. Also, the discussion of the structural supports will include the comparison of the 
bending moments and axial compression in the columns, and the outcomes of altering the 
material properties of the columns.  
5.1 Profile Design 
 Infinite numbers of profiles could have been designed for the roller coaster. With so 
many differing components, classifications and geometries to use, the combinations and results 
are endless. The components for this thesis were chosen with the goal in mind to create a variety 
of sections to analyze the loading. Going through the shape of the profile, the previous 
components only effected the next by providing the starting velocity. However, within a 
component’s design, the parts greatly affected one another. For example, the height of the peak is 
dependent on the velocity; the train must have enough energy to reach the tallest point. Another 
area where many adjustments had to be made was the hill series. The heights and radii of 
curvature had to be changed multiple times to minimize the vertical G forces on the riders. Due 
to the high speeds in some locations larger radii of curvature had to be used than intended 
because the train still maintained so much energy that allowed it to reach high speeds and high 
vertical G forces.  
5.1.1 Velocity and G Forces 
 The graphs presented in the results for the clothoid loop show the relationship between 
the velocity and vertical G forces. As the velocity decreases, so do the vertical G forces. This is 
due to the relationship of the velocity squared over the radius of curvature giving the centripetal 
acceleration. The dip in the vertical G force graph is due to the instant change of the radius of 
curvature of the track. Although the loop is symmetrical in geometry, it results in lower vertical 
G forces and lower velocities at the exit due to the energy lost to friction and drag.  
 The graphs comparing the vertical G forces and velocity of the hill series also show a 
similar relationship. Because the velocity is squared in the equation to calculate the vertical G 
force, it is the defining feature of the components that creates the G forces. With the increase in 
velocity there is also an increase in vertical G forces. The graphs both have the same path going 
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up and down matching the inverse of the dimensions of the hills. This is because the lowest 
velocity is when the potential energy is greatest at the top of the hills and the highest velocities 
are in the valleys where most of the energy has been converted back to kinetic energy due to the 
drop in height. The greatest velocity of the roller coaster was reached at the bottom of the initial 
hill because it had just descended from the highest point of the roller coaster. The maximum 
speed of the roller coaster is 70.6 mph. 
 The linear G forces throughout the ride are very low because there is no sudden change in 
speed. Linear G forces are the result of acceleration or deceleration. The most notable location of 
the linear G forces are the bottom of the hills and in the braking system. At the bottom of the 
hills riders experience positive linear G forces due to the increase in speed and at the braking 
section riders experience negative linear G forces as the ride slows to return to the station.  
5.2 Structural Supports 
 The outcomes of analyzing the bending moments and axial compressive loading in the 
columns is discussed below. The modes of loading are compared against each other and in term 
of their value due to the roller coaster components. Also, the effects of differing yield strengths 
and moduli of elasticities are discussed.  
5.2.1 Bending Moment and Axial Compression 
 In almost all columns the bending moment was the loading condition that governed the 
column design. In Figure 22 and Figure 25 from the results it can be seen that the bending 
capacity ratio of the column in some locations was around 99%, while the compressive capacity 
ratios did not ever exceed 7%. This is due to the nature of the roller coaster. The bending 
moments play such a large roll because of the height of the columns. None of the columns are 
under 10 feet tall, and they all experience at least 100 pounds in lateral forces from the train’s 
movement. Along the entire course there were only four columns in which the ratio of the 
column’s capacity was higher for compression than bending. The locations are the peak of the 
lift hill, the peak of hill #4, and the end of the straight away before braking begins. These 
columns all have similar forces acting on them. The track sections at these points are all 
horizontal, meaning that any lateral force is due to the linear movement of the train. Also, these 
locations experience small speeds and more importantly small changes in speed. Before and after 
each of these locations there are large accelerations or decelerations due to the hills or braking. 
However, at the actual column the change in speed is not that great diminishing the effects that 
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the train’s linear motion has on the lateral forces. So although these areas do not have higher 
compressive forces, they do experience low enough bending moments that the compressive 
capacity of the column surpass the bending capacity in importance.  
 Another observation to note, is the relationship between the components’ geometry and 
the resulting loading. Areas with steep inclines experience higher bending moments than those of 
horizontal tracks. When the train is climbing hills, it is reducing speed which is creating a linear 
G force against the movement of the train. Also, when the train is climbing hills the angle of the 
track creates a moment in the same direction of the lateral force due to the linear motion. The 
same concept applies when the train is descending a hill. The only locations where the linear 
force from motion acts against the bending moment caused by the tracks incline is during the lift 
hill when the train is accelerating uphill. The columns which experience the highest bending 
moment are the ones supporting the clothoid loop on the left and right side. This is due to the 
extreme angle of the track and because it supports a higher tributary area compared to the others 
due to the peak of the loop. Although these results are specific to this roller coaster design and 
may vary depending on designs, the general relationship between track angle, speed, and G 
forces with the loading conditions will remain similar.  
 As mentioned, the bending moment governed in almost all cases. However, as predicted, 
both the compressive capacity ratios and bending moment capacity ratios change when the 
diameters of the columns were changed. This is due to the increase or decrease of column size to 
better fit the ratios of the bending capacity results. Despite the change in size, some ratios remain 
nearly at zero. This is because the loading on these columns were not as great compared to other 
column loads. Since there were standard column sizes, even if a column did not need such a big 
cross section, it was design for repetition in construction. Also, some of the low ratios are due to 
the fact that columns had to be increase to accommodate the 200 limit set for the slenderness 
ratio. So although the cross section was not needed for compressive or buckling capacity, it was 
still used for serviceability. In all cases the columns would have failed due to buckling versus 
squashing because of the high slenderness values resulting from the height of the columns.  
5.2.2 Material Properties 
 As expected, when the material properties, both yield strength and modulus of elasticity, 
were changed the required section modulus and capacities changed. With the increase in yield 
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strength the required section modulus for the same loading condition decreased. This caused a 
decrease in the bending moment ratio. Since the bending moment remained the same and the 
yield strength increased or decreased, the section modulus decreased and increased respectfully. 
In the conditions using the adjusted diameters, when the yield strength was lowered, the capacity 
was surpassed by the bending moment. This would create a failing column. However, when the 
yield strength was increased all the columns still had excess capacity which could result in 
another decrease in diameter, saving material in some columns.  
 Increasing the yield strength also increased the compressive capacity of the columns. And 
similarly, decreasing the yield strength decreased the column’s compressive capacity. However, 
no column capacities were decreased to the point of failure through compression. This is because 
a small percentage of the column’s capacity for compression is used because the diameters are 
the result of the design for bending moments. The same pattern was followed for the change in 
modulus of elasticity. An increase caused a larger capacity and a decreased resulted in a lower 
capacity. Looking at the decrease in the compressive capacity ratios due to the increase of yield 
strength and modulus of elasticity, it was determined that different columns would benefit more 
than others from each material property change. Some columns did not increase in capacity 
compared to the control while others more drastically changed. In the case of columns that were 
considered to be long columns due to their slenderness ratios, the flexural buckling stress did not 
take into account the yield strength because of the nature of equation E3-3 in the AISC Steel 
Manual. Therefore, the change caused by changing the yield strength in long columns was 
nonexistent. However, intermediate columns were affected by the yield strength when finding 
their compression capacities. In intermediate columns the change in yield strength had the 
greatest effect when compared to the change in modulus of elasticity. But if a column was long 
then it was most beneficial to change the modulus of elasticity. However, changing the modulus 
of elasticity would be the result of changing the chemicals of the material itself so I would be 
difficult. 
 Although increasing both material properties would increase the capacity in both loading 
conditions, it is only necessary to increase the yield strength for beneficial results. Since the 
change in modulus of elasticity only affected the compressive capacity of the columns, it is not 
as important because the columns are overdesigned for compression already. Because the 
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bending moment is the governing load, then changing the material properties of the column to 
increase the bending capacity would be the best approach.  
5.2.3 Additional Structural Considerations 
 In addition to the bending and compression considered in this study, other loading 
situations should be taken into account for further analysis of the structural supports. Two 
important factors that must be considered for the components of a roller coaster are vibration and 
fatigue. Due to the movement of the train, vibrations can be created throughout the track and 
supports. It must be checked that the frequency of the train’s movement does not cause 
resonance in any of the parts of the roller coaster. Reaching resonance would be detrimental to 
the system. Also, vibrations can lead to the degradation of the column’s materials. Additional 
forces from the wind could also contribute to the vibration of the support system.  
 Due to the nature of roller coasters, the support columns are quickly loaded and unloaded. 
This, along with the continuous use throughout the year, can promote fatigue within the 
materials. The cycles applied by the loading can lead to irreversible damage; this damage can 
occur before the material yields. Because of this, the ASTM standards specifically state that all 
components of the ride must be designed for 35,000 hours to account for the various loadings 
that contribute toward the fatigue of the materials. The columns can be analyzed by using a 
typical S-N curve for steel. The stresses that are applied based on the forces found in earlier 
sections must allow the system to reach the required number of cycles for a sufficient design.  
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6.0 Conclusion 
 While designing a roller coaster the forces generated by each component can be 
calculated to decide what governs. It is possible for different forces to govern the structural 
support designs such as compression, tension or bending. For the design of this roller coaster, the 
bending moments governed in most columns due to the lateral forces acting on tall heights. The 
columns were first designed with standard 20 inch diameter solid steel, with the properties of 
50ksi yield strength and 29,000ksi modulus of elasticity. These columns did not suffice for all 
locations so the diameters were adjusted to maximize the column’s capacity. The material 
properties of the steel were also adjusted to determine the effects on the compressive and 
bending capacities. It was found that due to the nature of the roller coaster, the most beneficial 
material property change would be to increase the yield strength of the steel columns.  
 In future works different designs resulting in different governing loads could be analyzed. 
Also, differing materials could be tested. Perhaps if there was a design where columns where 
drastically governed by compressive loading over bending moments then concrete could be used. 
By determining the loads of the course and testing different materials the best choice of materials 
can be concluded. This conclusion would be based on cost, practicality, and resource availability. 
In an industry that is getting increasingly more expensive and with the increase of scale in all 
aspects of the ride, optimizing the materials for the specific use would be very valuable.  
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8.0 Appendices 
Appendix A: Lift Hill Calculations 
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Appendix B: Initial Drop Calculations 
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Appendix C: Straight Away #1 Calculations 
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Appendix D: Clothoid Loop Calculations 
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Appendix F: Banked Curve #1 Calculations 
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Appendix G: Hill #2 Calculations 
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Appendix I: Straight Away #2 Calculations 
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Appendix J: Hill Series Calculations
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Appendix L: Banked Curve #2 Calculations 
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Appendix M: Braking Calculations 
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Appendix N: Calculations for Axial Loads and Bending Moments in Supports
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Appendix O: Material Calculations for Support Structure
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